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Not e s by Pa t r ic ia Ba i ley

DE N N I S A U F I E R Y

is a contemporary painter whose work frequently deals with

landscape. His landscapes address seaside subjects: water, boats, dunes and the rocky
shores of Maine. Not interested in such? If you are thinking that this Florida-based painter
and teacher is working in familiar or sentimentally traditional metiers, take a closer look.
These are invariably visually and intellectually challenging paintings - not the kind of
scenic calendar pictures designed to provide images of sentiment or cliche. Like the works
of Paul Cezanne, Albert Marquet, or Marsden Hartley, they provide, with their rigorous
organization and bright colors, an aerobic workout for the visual cortex . He ta kes hold
of his subjects with the vigor of a manual laborer; their surfaces have the consistency
and skillful integrity of a fine craftsman .
But for Aufiery, to paint is to seek, to see, and his brush is usually an athletic outpost
of his brain. Every patch in these works plays its part to direct our eyes through the
dynamically structured movement in each of these compositions, and he wants us to
share the visual search . They owe as much of a debt to 20th century abstraction as to
other scenic prototypes, though at times they may recall such contemporary masters
as Aufiery's teacher, Neil Welliver, with whom he shares the practice of exploratory,
smaller plein ai r studies in the landscape later developed into larger studio paintings.
These studies are often fresh and direct, but there is a significant difference: working
in Floridian light has influenced Aufiery's color.

The true explorer’s journey is rarely routine. Aufiery has been at his pursuit for almost

40 years. This is a painter i n command of his language of paint.
To his forceful language of painted marks, add Aufiery's sincere interest in place - whether Florida sand scrub,
Maine boatyards, or the juxtapositions of urban and manmade decay with nature which
fascinates him - and you - begin to have a sense of the sophistication of these works.
His interests lead him to find the things that suggest dislocation or visual oxymorons, rather than narrative.
He does not give us the story whole; he wants us to discover it for ourselves. The process is stimulating, and
sharing his pleasure in the search is worth the viewer's effort of the journey as well.
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